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1: Sources for Bunce Genealogy and History and Supplement
After almost a quarter of a century, Monon: The Hoosier Line is back in print in a revised second edition featuring an
updated Epilogue, additional photographs, and a new Afterword by Frank Van Bree, President of the Monon Railroad
Historical-Technical Society, Inc. Many railroads served the state.

The Patriots are also headquartered at Gillette Stadium. The team changed its name from the original Boston
Patriots after relocating to Foxborough in The Patriots played their home games at Foxboro Stadium from to ,
then moved to Gillette Stadium at the start of the season. The Patriots have appeared in the Super Bowl ten
times in franchise history, the most of any team, eight of them since the arrival of head coach Bill Belichick
and quarterback Tom Brady in The Patriots have since become one of the most successful teams in NFL
history, winning 15 AFC East titles in 17 seasons since , without a losing season in that period. The franchise
has since set numerous notable records, including most wins in a ten-year period , in â€” , an undefeated game
regular season in , the longest winning streak consisting of regular season and playoff games in NFL history a
game streak from October to October , and the most consecutive division titles won by a team in NFL history
won nine straight division titles from to The team owns the record for most Super Bowls reached eight and
won five by a head coachâ€”quarterback tandem. Currently, the team is tied with the 49ers and Cowboys for
the second most Super Bowl wins with five, after the Steelers , who have six. Franchise history "Pat Patriot"
logo, used through The most popular choice â€” and the one that Sullivan selected â€” was the "Boston
Patriots," with " Patriots " referring to those colonists of the Thirteen Colonies who rebelled against British
control during the American Revolution and in July declared the United States of America an independent
nation. They played in only one AFL championship game , following the season , in which they lost to the San
Diego Chargers 51â€” As a result of the move, they announced they would change their name from the Boston
Patriots to the Bay State Patriots. They lost in the first round both times. In , they returned to the playoffs, and
made it all the way to Super Bowl XX , which they lost to the Chicago Bears 46â€” Following their Super
Bowl loss, they returned to the playoffs in , but lost in the first round. The team would not make the playoffs
again for eight more years. During the season, the Patriots went 1â€” They changed ownership three times in
the ensuing 14 years, being purchased from the Sullivan family first by Victor Kiam in , who sold the team to
James Orthwein in Orthwein intended to move the team to his native St. Louis, Missouri where it would have
been renamed as the St. Louis Stallions , but instead sold the team in to its current owner Robert Kraft.
Orthwein and his marketing team also commissioned the NFL to develop a new visual identity and logo, and
changed their primary colors from the traditional red, white and blue to blue and silver for the team uniforms.
Under Belichick, the team won three Super Bowls in four years , , and The Patriots finished the regular season
with a perfect 16â€”0 record, becoming only the fourth team in league history to go undefeated in the regular
season, and the only one since the league expanded its regular season schedule to 16 games. With the loss, the
Patriots ended the year at 18â€”1, becoming only one of three teams to go 18â€”1 along with the San
Francisco 49ers and the Chicago Bears. Bank Stadium in Minneapolis , Minnesota. From to , the Patriots used
a logo of a Revolutionary War minuteman hiking a football. The Patriots script logo during this time consisted
of a western-style font. The new logo featured the blue and white profile of a minuteman in a tricorne hat set
against a flag showing three red stripes separated by two white stripes. The new logo was decidedly rejected
by the crowd in favor of Pat, and the concept was shelved. The logo bears some superficial resemblance to the
aborted logo. It became popularly known as the "Flying Elvis" due to many observing its resemblance to the
profile of a young Elvis Presley. After being dropped again in , they were used again from to The new
uniforms consisted of a royal blue home jersey and a white away jersey. When they debuted, both the home
and away jerseys used red block numbers with a blue and white outline, but after one season the home
uniforms switched to the now-familiar white with a red outline. To better match the blue pants, the number on
the white jersey was switched from red to blue. In , NFL teams were allowed to add a permanent third jersey
to be worn in a maximum of two games. The Patriots reintroduced a red jersey as their alternate,
complimented with the old-style "Pat Patriot" helmet. For this uniform, the "Flying Elvis" helmet was used.
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These uniforms were dropped after No alternate uniform was used in In , the red alternate was reintroduced,
again accompanied by the "Pat Patriot" helmet. An alternate white road jersey was also worn with the older
helmet for one game, using red numbers, in tribute to the 50th anniversary of the AFL. The red alternate
gained a blue outline around the numbers in and this was worn through The Patriots retired their alternate red
uniforms in , thanks to a new NFL rule outlawing throwback alternate helmets. Among those, however, a few
run deeper than others. The two clubs clashed in several close games, such as on December 19, , as a late
Patriots touchdown decided a 21â€”17 New England win; on September 18, , the Colts rallied to defeat the
Patriots 34â€”27 on Monday Night Football on a virtual one-man scoring rampage by running back Joe
Washington ; on September 4, , the Colts defeated the Patriots in overtime 29â€”23 in their final season in
Baltimore. The November 4, , meeting involved both teams being unbeaten to that point; the 8â€”0 Patriots
and the 7â€”0 Colts. The Patriots rallied to win 24â€” Prior to the rise of Tom Brady, the two teams shared a
mellow, yet occasionally competitive rivalry, featuring highlights from players such as O. The Dolphins
dominated the Patriots in the s and s, but the two teams remained competitive with each other for years before
the rise of Tom Brady. Brady, however, struggled occasionally against the Dolphins in the s before reasserting
dominance in the s. The Patriots and Dolphins are the only two teams in the Super Bowl era to post undefeated
regular season records, with Miami going in and the Patriots going in The Ravens faced the Patriots in week
six of the season. The Patriots ended up winning 23â€”20 in overtime; the game caused controversy from a hit
to the helmet of tight end Todd Heap by Patriots safety Brandon Meriweather. The Ravens clawed to a
20â€”16 lead in the fourth quarter, but Patriots quarterback Tom Brady dove into the end zone to make the
score 23â€”20 with around 11 minutes remaining; this proved to be the winning touchdown. The game was
emotional as receiver Torrey Smith was competing following the death of his brother in a motorcycle accident
just the night before. During each game, about ten men dressed as minutemen line the back of each end zone.
When the Patriots score a touchdown , field goal , point-after-touchdown or safety , the militia behind the
opposite end zone fire a volley of blanks from flintlock muskets.
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2: Monon Railroad, "The Hoosier Line"
The Monon Railroad was an Indiana institution whose moniker, "The Hoosier Line," suited it well. Originally known as
the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Railway it disappeared in

Baseball â€” Baseball is a bat-and-ball game played between two teams of nine players each, who take turns
batting and fielding. A run is scored when a player advances around the bases, Players on the batting team take
turns hitting against the pitcher of the fielding team, which tries to prevent runs by getting hitters out in any of
several ways. A player on the team who reaches a base safely can later attempt to advance to subsequent bases
during teammates turns batting. The teams switch between batting and fielding whenever the team records
three outs. One turn batting for both teams, beginning with the team, constitutes an inning. A game is
composed of nine innings, and the team with the number of runs at the end of the game wins. Baseball has no
clock, although almost all games end in the ninth inning. Baseball evolved from older bat-and-ball games
already being played in England by the midth century and this game was brought by immigrants to North
America, where the modern version developed. By the late 19th century, baseball was widely recognized as
the sport of the United States. The major league champion is determined by playoffs that culminate in the
World Series, the top level of play is similarly split in Japan between the Central and Pacific Leagues and in
Cuba between the West League and East League. The evolution of baseball from older bat-and-ball games is
difficult to trace with precision, a French manuscript from contains an illustration of clerics playing a game,
possibly la soule, with similarities to baseball. Block argues that rounders and early baseball were actually
regional variants of other. It has long believed that cricket also descended from such games. The earliest
known reference to baseball is in a British publication, A Little Pretty Pocket-Book, David Block discovered
that the first recorded game of Bass-Ball took place in in Surrey, and featured the Prince of Wales as a player.
William Bray, an English lawyer, recorded a game of baseball on Easter Monday in Guildford and this early
form of the game was apparently brought to Canada by English immigrants 2. Basketball â€” Basketball is a
non-contact team sport played on a rectangular court by two teams of five players each. The objective is to
shoot a ball through a hoop 18 inches in diameter and 10 feet high that is mounted to a backboard at each end
of the court. The game was invented in by Dr. James Naismith, a team can score a field goal by shooting the
ball through the basket being defended by the opposition team during regular play. A field goal scores three
points for the team if the player shoots from behind the three-point line. A team can also score via free throws,
which are worth one point, the team with the most points at the end of the game wins, but additional time is
mandated when the score is tied at the end of regulation. The ball can be advanced on the court by passing it to
a teammate and it is a violation to lift, or drag, ones pivot foot without dribbling the ball, to carry it, or to hold
the ball with both hands then resume dribbling. The game has many techniques for displaying
skillâ€”ball-handling, shooting, passing, dribbling, dunking, shot-blocking. The point guard directs the on
court action of the team, implementing the coachs game plan, Basketball is one of the worlds most popular
and widely viewed sports. Outside North America, the top clubs from national leagues qualify to continental
championships such as the Euroleague, the FIBA Basketball World Cup attracts the top national teams from
around the world. Each continent hosts regional competitions for teams, like EuroBasket. He sought a
vigorous indoor game to keep his students occupied, after rejecting other ideas as either too rough or poorly
suited to walled-in gymnasiums, he wrote the basic rules and nailed a peach basket onto a foot elevated track.
Basketball was originally played with a soccer ball and these laces could cause bounce passes and dribbling to
be unpredictable. Eventually a lace-free ball construction method was invented, and this change to the game
was endorsed by Naismith, dribbling was not part of the original game except for the bounce pass to
teammates. Passing the ball was the means of ball movement. Dribbling was eventually introduced but limited
by the shape of early balls. Dribbling only became a part of the game around the s 3. Cross country running
â€” Cross country running is a sport in which teams and individuals run a race on open-air courses over
natural terrain such as dirt or grass. Sometimes the runners are referred to as harriers, the course, typically
4â€”12 kilometres long, may include surfaces of grass, and earth, pass through woodlands and open country,
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and include hills, flat ground and sometimes gravel road. It is both an individual and a sport, runners are
judged on individual times and teams by a points-scoring method. Cross country running is one of the
disciplines under the sport of athletics. Although open-air running competitions are pre-historic, the rules and
traditions of cross country racing emerged in Britain, the English championship became the first national
competition in and the International Cross Country Championships was held for the first time in The IAAF
recommends that courses be grass-covered, and have rolling terrain with frequent, courses consist of one or
more loops, with a long straight at the start and another leading to the finish line. Because of variations in
conditions, international standardization of cross country courses is impossible, part of cross country runnings
appeal is the natural and distinct characteristics of each venues terrain and weather. Terrain can vary from
open fields to forest hills and even across rivers and it also includes running down and up hills. According to
the IAAF, a cross country course has a loop of 1, to 2, metres laid out on an open or wooded land. It should be
covered by grass, as much as possible, while it is perfectly acceptable for local conditions to make dirt or snow
the primary surface, courses should minimize running on roads or other macadamized paths. Parks and golf
courses often provide suitable locations, a course at least 5 metres full allows competitors to pass others during
the race. Clear markings keep competitors from making wrong turns, and spectators from interfering with the
competition, markings may include tape or ribbon on both sides of the course, chalk or paint on the ground, or
cones. Some classes use colored flags to indicate directions, red flags for left turns, yellow flags for right
turns, courses also commonly include distance markings, usually at each kilometer or each mile. The course
should have to 1, m of level terrain before the first turn, to reduce contact, however, many courses at smaller
competitions have their first turn after a much shorter distance. Courses for international competitions consist
of a loop between and meters, athletes complete three to six loops, depending on the race. Senior men compete
on a kilometre course, senior women and junior men compete on an 8-kilometre course. Junior women
compete on a 6-kilometre course, in the United States, college men typically compete on 8 km or 10 km
courses, while college women race for 5 km or 6 km 4. High school football â€” High school football is
gridiron football played by high school teams in the United States and Canada. It ranks among the most
popular sports in both countries. It is also popular amongst American High school teams in Europe, High
school football began in the late 19th century, concurrent with the start of many college football programs. In
the late 19th and early 20th century, many college, other traditions of high school football such as pep rallies,
marching bands, mascots, and homecomings are mirrored from college football. No true minor league farm
organizations exist in American football, therefore, high school football is generally considered to be the third
tier of American football in the United States, behind professional and college competition. Kickoffs take
place at the kicking teams yard line, as opposed to the 35 in college, if an attempted field goal is missed it is
treated as a punt, normally it would be a touchback and the opposing team will start at the yard line. However,
if it not enter the end zone, it can be downed or returned as a normal punt. Any kick crossing the line is
automatically a touchback, kicks cannot be returned out of the end zone. Pass interference by the results in a
yard penalty. Pass interference by the results in a yard penalty, from the previous spot. The defense cannot
return an extra-point attempt for a score, any defensive player that encroaches the neutral zone, regardless of
whether the ball was snapped or not, commits a dead ball foul for encroachment. The loss of down provision
has been deleted from the rules starting in , in college and the NFL, offensive pass interference is only 10
yards. The use of overtime, and the type of overtime used, is up to the state association. The NFHS offers a
suggested overtime procedure based on the Kansas Playoff, intentional grounding may be called even if the
quarterback is outside the tackle box. The home team must wear dark-colored jerseys, and the team must wear
white jerseys. Golf â€” Golf is a club and ball sport in which players use various clubs to hit balls into a series
of holes on a course in as few strokes as possible. Golf, unlike most ball games, cannot and does not utilize a
standardized playing area, the game is played on a course with an arranged progression of 18 holes. Each hole
on the course must contain a tee box to start from, there are other standard forms of terrain in between, such as
the fairway, rough, sand traps, and hazards but each hole on a course is unique in its specific layout and
arrangement. Stroke play is the most commonly seen format at all levels, while the modern game of golf
originated in 15th-century Scotland, the games ancient origins are unclear and much debated. Some historians
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trace the sport back to the Roman game of paganica, one theory asserts that paganica spread throughout
Europe as the Romans conquered most of the continent, during the first century BC, and eventually evolved
into the modern game. Others cite chuiwan as the progenitor, a Chinese game played between the eighth and
14th centuries, the game is thought to have been introduced into Europe during the Middle Ages. In addition,
kolven was played annually in Loenen, Netherlands, beginning in , to commemorate the capture of the
assassin of Floris V, a year earlier. The modern game originated in Scotland, where the first written record of
golf is James IIs banning of the game in , as an unwelcome distraction to learning archery. James IV lifted the
ban in when he became a golfer himself, with golf clubs first recorded in , to many golfers, the Old Course at
St Andrews, a links course dating to before , is considered to be a site of pilgrimage. In , the standard hole golf
course was created at St Andrews when members modified the course from 22 to 18 holes. Golf is
documented as being played on Musselburgh Links, East Lothian, Scotland as early as 2 March , which is
certified as the oldest golf course in the world by Guinness World Records. The levels of grass are varied to
increase difficulty, or to allow for putting in the case of the green, while many holes are designed with a direct
line-of-sight from the teeing area to the green, some holes may bend either to the left or to the right. This is
commonly called a dogleg, in reference to a dogs knee, the hole is called a dogleg left if the hole angles
leftwards and dogleg right if it bends right. Sometimes, a holes direction may bend twice, this is called a
double dogleg, a regular golf course consists of 18 holes, but nine-hole courses are common and can be played
twice through for a full round of 18 holes. Early Scottish golf courses were laid out on links land. This gave
rise to the golf links, particularly applied to seaside courses 6. Association football â€” Association football,
more commonly known as football or soccer, is a team sport played between two teams of eleven players with
a spherical ball. It is played by million players in over countries and dependencies making it the worlds most
popular sport, the game is played on a rectangular field with a goal at each end. The object of the game is to
score by getting the ball into the opposing goal, players are not allowed to touch the ball with their hands or
arms while it is in play, unless they are goalkeepers. Other players mainly use their feet to strike or pass the
ball, the team that scores the most goals by the end of the match wins. If the score is level at the end of the
game, the Laws of the Game were originally codified in England by The Football Association in The Online
Etymology Dictionary states that the word soccer was split off in , according to Partha Mazumdar, the term
soccer originated in England, first appearing in the s as an Oxford -er abbreviation of the word association.
Within the English-speaking world, association football is now usually called football in the United Kingdom
and mainly soccer in Canada and the United States. People in Australia, Ireland, South Africa and New
Zealand use either or both terms, although national associations in Australia and New Zealand now primarily
use football for the formal name. According to FIFA, the Chinese competitive game cuju is the earliest form
of football for which there is scientific evidence, cuju players could use any part of the body apart from hands
and the intent was kicking a ball through an opening into a net. It was remarkably similar to football, though
similarities to rugby occurred. During the Han Dynasty, cuju games were standardised and rules were
established, phaininda and episkyros were Greek ball games. Phaininda, episkyros and harpastum were played
involving hands and violence and they all appear to have resembled rugby football, wrestling and volleyball
more than what is recognizable as modern football. As with pre-codified mob football, the antecedent of all
football codes. Non-competitive games included kemari in Japan, chuk-guk in Korea and woggabaliri in
Australia, Association football in itself does not have a classical history. Notwithstanding any similarities to
other games played around the world FIFA have recognised that no historical connection exists with any game
played in antiquity outside Europe. The modern rules of football are based on the midth century efforts to
standardise the widely varying forms of football played in the public schools of England 7. Swimming sport
â€” Swimming is an individual or team sport that involves using arms and legs to move the body through
water. Typically, the takes place in pools or in open-water. Competitive swimming is one of the most popular
Olympic sports, with events in butterfly, backstroke, breaststroke, freestyle, in addition to these individual
events, swimmers also take part in relays.
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You can earn a 5% commission by selling Monon: The Hoosier Line on your website. It's easy to get started - we will
give you example code. It's easy to get started - we will give you example code. After you're set-up, your website can
earn you money while you work, play or even sleep!

It was in Chicago at Essanay Studios in that she began her lifelong association with the motion picture
industry. At the height of her career in already a veteran of some fifty films , she ended her long association
with Paramount in order to become a partner with United Artists, independently producing her own films.
Though producing artistically successful films such as Sadie Thompson and her first talkie, The Trespasser ,
both of which earned her Academy Award nominations, the financial strains of her production companies all
but ended her career. After her final United Artists feature release in , she made only one other film for Fox
Films during the s. She made another film for RKO Radio Pictures in , began appearing in theatre productions,
and also had her own television show in , but it was not until when Sunset Boulevard was released earning her
another Academy award nomination , that she achieved mass recognition again. The boost provided by this
film resulted in a number of successes, such as appearances on Broadway in Twentieth Century, and
commercial ventures, such as her line of clothing for Puritan Fashions. Swanson made only three films after
Sunset Boulevard, but starred in numerous stage and television productions during her remaining years. She
was active in various business ventures, travelled extensively, wrote articles, columns, and an autobiography,
painted and sculpted, and became a passionate advocate of various health and nutrition topics. Married six
times to Wallace Beery, Herbert K. Davey, and William Dufty , Swanson had two daughters Gloria Somborn
and Michelle Farmer , an adoptive son Joseph Patrick Swanson , and several grandchildren and
great-grandchildren by the time of her death in New York, on April 4, For further information on the life of
Gloria Swanson, see: The Films of Gloria Swanson. Fall ; The Broken Pledge rel. A Dash of Courage rel. Fall
; The Nick-of-Time Baby rel. Fall ; Married Wallace Beery Mar. Teddy at the Throttle rel. Society for Sale rel.
May ; Male and Female Nov. Why Change Your Wife? May ; Something to Think About rel. The Affairs of
Anatol rel. May ; Her Gilded Cage rel. My American Wife rel. The Humming Bird rel.
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4: United Mine Workers of America, Research Department records,
Gary W. Dolzall has no difficulty explaining his fascination with the Monon. Living first in Bedford and then in
Bloomington, Indiana, he spent his first two decades near Hoosier Line rails. A lifelong student of the railroad ndustry,
Gary has written numerous magazine articles and three books in.

The function of this new department was to aid the coal industry in holding and expanding existing markets
and in developing new uses for coal. Widman conducted extensive studies of the position of coal in the
American economy, and he lobbied against the development of nuclear power. He represented the union as a
public speaker, giving statements on the coal industry to a U. Widman also spoke at local and district UMW
events. In the NCPC was abolished. Brennan became director of Research and Marketing. Under Brennan, and
with the NCPC now defunct, the department assumed increased responsibilities for monitoring competitive
fuels and developing coal-related research. It also helped to compile statistical data in advance of wage
negotiations. A complete organizational overhaul of the UMW in included the appointment of a new director,
Thomas N. Bethell, and the reorganization of the Research Department in which marketing strategies were left
in the hands of the coal industry, rather than being shared by the union. His work suggests that research duties
shifted from forecasting to preservation. Return to Table of Contents Collection Overview This collection
consists mainly of reference files and a reference library on topics of interest to the United Mine Workers of
America UMW in determining goals and directions for the future. Fox, in the course of his writing a
centennial history of the union. There is also departmental correspondence from the mids and late s. A few
files from both the reference and the Maier Fox series contained photographs, which were photocopied and
then removed into a separate series for the purpose of preservation. Reference Files ; 2: Correspondence ; 3:
Reference Library circa and undated ; and 5: Photographs and undated. Administrative Information Access
Restrictions Collection is open for research. Records less than 20 years old shall be made accessible only with
the written permission of the designated representative of the donor. Copyright Notice Copyright is retained
by the creators of items in these papers, or their descendants, as stipulated by United States copyright law.
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5: Monon, Revised Second Edition : Gary W. Dolzall :
nineteenth century although twentieth century bonds, expense book pages, finance dockets, and schedules of wages
are also included. Other items include timetables (), baggage service stamps, passes, information regarding train wrecks
and.

More Classic American Railroads As an additional incentive, Indiana later authorized it could build anywhere
within the state, as long as the initial segment was finished. Brooks quickly jumped on this incredible
opportunity, realizing it would enable him to carry out his waterway-railroad concept. By the summer of initial
funding was in place and after just three years of work the line to Salem was completed on January 14, Now
free to build wherever he chose, Brooks embarked upon a northerly route to the lakefront at Michigan City
where a port terminal would be established. Unfortunately, the entire project was riddled with mistakes right
from the start. Its most pressing issue was a substandard right-of-way carrying steep grades and sharp curves.
The engineers hired were simply unsuitable for the job, so poor in fact they decided to use that same wagon
road as a guide in surveying the lineout of New Albany! The grades along this segment were as steep as 1. The
line reached Bedford on April 18, but wound up with four blocks of street running as a condition of serving
that point. It became one of four such locations where the modern Monon was stuck on the streets. As the
project pushed north, Bloomington was reached on October 11, The next blunder was a failure to complete a
branch started from Gosport to Indianapolis this grade was later purchased, and completed, by a Pennsylvania
Railroad subsidiary , which would have provided a more direct line to the state capital rather than what wound
up being a southeastern branch from Monon, Indiana. After several accidents and service disruptions, the
strap-iron was fully replaced by April of While the southern section was under construction he secured
financing through the Michigan Central for the northern component. The new line south of Michigan City
built to higher standards with relatively gentle grades was completed and opened to Layafette on October 3,
The gigantic sycamore here was also a point where engineers, working northbound runs, realized the worst of
their journey was over. New ownership took a more practical and profitable approach of integrating the
railroad into the national network. They set their sights on the growing city of Louisville as well as opening a
route into Chicago bankruptcy had forfeited the Michigan Central trackage rights. Despite these promising
opportunities, nothing occurred due to stagnate leadership a handicap the railroad would endure time and
again. It made no solid plans to reach Chicago and missed a chance as an early entrant into the southwestern
Indiana coalfields. After the Civil War two more bankruptcies occurred, first in early and then again in early
The railroad fully opened in October of while through passenger service commenced the following spring.
Both proved vitally important as the former offered a major terminal at Dearborn Station and the latter
blossomed into a profitable Chicago belt line. The 1,mile journey passed through cities and seven states as it
wound its way north from Washington, passed through New York, Albany, and Buffalo before turning
southwesterly to Columbus, Ohio. This was a rather roundabout setup, though, requiring trains to travel a few
miles east of New Albany before crossing the Ohio River. However, it did operate three notable branches: In
another excellent book by Dr. The line opened on March 1, running from Switz City to Bedford. Such a setup
was not a long-term solution. While it never reached Evansville, as intended, it did complete a mile segment
from Wallace Junction to Victoria in October of This corridor offered a right-of-way capable of handling
heavy coal tonnage and enjoyed many years of strong business about 1 million tons annually although carried
just a fraction of the Appalachian seams. The railroad went on to establish short branches to Gilmore, Cass,
and Rainbow along with the previous mines served. The entire branch was finally pulled up entirely in It all
began in when the Louisville Southern LS was leased, which extended away from its home city to
Lawrenceburg. A great deal of the Riney-B was completed by having reached Irvine about 60 miles. Alas, just
when it all seemed assured, fate had other plans. Astor passed away unexpectedly on February 22, and with his
death the venture collapsed. Taking contorl was a relatively obscure figure who had no interest in continuing
the coalfield project. William Breyfogle, who owned the largest block of shares at that point, immediately
stopped the expansion. Streamliners For a line of its size, Monon did boast a handful of streamliners thanks to
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the work of John Barriger III; most notable of these included the Thoroughbred, Tippecanoe, Hoosier, and
Varsity. Under his direction the company vastly improved operations and was able to dive into the streamliner
fad itself, albeit not with new equipment. In their book, "Monon: Army hospital cars through the spring of for
this purpose. They were rebuilt at the company shops in Lafayette into streamlined coaches,
diner-lounge-parlors, standard parlors, and a single business car wearing an attractive red, white, and grey
livery. The trains featured a rather simple but attractive livery of two-tone grey offset by red with white trim.
Its companion, 4 northbound, left Louisville at 9: As passenger service continued to slump the Interstate
Commerce Commission approved the discontinuance of the last two trains in
6: Gloria Swanson: An Inventory of Her Papers at the Harry Ransom Center
After almost a quarter of a century, Monon: The Hoosier Line is back in print in a revised second edition featuring an
updated Epilogue, additional photographs, and a new Afterword by Frank Van Bree, President of the Monon Railroad
Historical-Technical Society, Inc.

7: Monon Railroad - Wikipedia
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: New England Patriots | Revolvy
View search results for hoosier and get Free Shipping on Orders Over $99 at Summit Racing!

9: Washington High School (East Chicago, Indiana) | Revolvy
The Monon Railroad (reporting mark MON), also known as the Chicago, Indianapolis, and Louisville Railway (reporting
mark CIL) from to , was an American railroad that operated almost entirely within the state of Indiana.
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